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LIFE MASTERY TRAINING PROGRAM
Excessive and Deficient Chakra Six

Basic Definition of Deficient Chakra - Deficient chakras do not have enough energy flowing through
them because there is a vow to avoid or not deserve the experiences that this chakra should be open to.
It will generally be small, less than one inch in diameter, can feel empty or cool.  Shut down in this way,
there is no way to take in or express the full experience of life.  The person is often totally unaware of life
passing them by at this level.

Every vow you make is a mental wound that can cause a deficient 6th chakra and shut down your inner
and outer vision: i.e. being told that what you see is not true, i.e. your invisible friend, daddy/mommy is
not a drunk, this person is bad and that one is good, that color you see around me is your imagination,
parents of limited intelligence who see the world through a tiny key hole, analytical parents who see only
the practical in life or encourage the child to be more scientific than alive, crazy parents who tell the child
they are indigo children and are here to be psychic and save the world, bad dreams that are not
discussed, denial of any kind in a family, political polarization, family rejection of your ideas as dumb, live
in a monotone world of color, all life's objects are seen as function not form or essence, you are taught to
see yourself as one quality or archetype, good boy, good girl, athlete, geek, mother, princess, not allowed
to paint or draw what is in your mind, never taken to an art museum to appreciate visual beauty, not
taught to see nature's innate beauty.   All can cause a deep vow to not see the world as it really is, but as
you need it to be or as you are told it is supposed to be.  All vows are hard-wired to the nervous system
and remembered emotionally.  The mind says it's thinking and your body says it is experiencing life, but
much of the time you are reliving a past event in present time and don't know it.  Decision making from
vows is the #1 way human beings self-sabotage their lives.  When you are stuck in limited thinking you
are in reaction to life and suffer because the consciousness coming down from the 7th has nowhere to
land when your mind and nervous system are already triggered.  Thinking itself is wounding when it is
looked at as intelligence. A deficient 6th is dull and stuck in limited patterns of thinking and blind to
anything outside what they already believe.  The person can't see the big picture.

Basic Definition of Excessive Chakra - Excessive chakras have too much energy running through
them all the time because there is a vow to fixate on getting a certain need met specific to that chakra
that was not met in childhood.  There is a false hope that through healing of the old wound they will be
fulfilled. Excessive cannot take in anything new in the present moment since the chakra is fixated on only
one limited solution in every situation to that chakra's complex needs. Excessive chakras can be large
and amorphous or medium in size and will feel dense, hot, sucking, pushing, and/or stuck.  Even though
there seems to be a lot of energy in them, they cannot flow with life, the chakra is packed solid with the
past, reliving the past in every situation, projecting onto life rather than being in the flow of life.

Wounds that cause an excessive 6th chakra can be the same as above that caused the deficient, but there
is just the opposite reaction - rather than dulling your vision, you fixate on a certain image of yourself and
other people, envisioning that you are the wrong profile, or live under the delusion that you are a certain
archetype like warrior/healer/angel/etc which no one else sees in you at all, or are a PhD, a Guru, or
motivational speaker who is like a broken record.  Excessive thinking and a hyperactive mind over thinking,
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processing and judging to avoid being present and feeling, or trying desperately live up to a self-image of
perfection.  Thinking will serve the vow almost exclusively and have concrete proof mentally that your
behaviors are justifiable.  As with the deficient, when their mind gets fixated in any one pattern, you
sabotage your real life by not seeing it clearly.

Deficient Characteristics Chakra 6 - Not a lot of thinking, dull eyes, no options in life, not able to see
patterns in the world or understand how today's behaviors are creating tomorrow’s reality.  Can be color
blind or not be able to remember colors.  Look at the world as form only with very little intuition as to what
lies beneath the surface.  Can't remember dreams, can't visualize and often has poor memory.

Healing Deficiency Chakra 6 - Any kind of brain work, visualize five options for every problem that you
are stuck on, stimulate the mind with art and colors, do visualization meditations, keep a dream journal,
eat at a different restaurant, go to a part of the world or the state you live in where you never have before.

Excessive Characteristics Chakra 6 - Rigid analytic thinking, see life as a problem to solve, or too
many options - none of which are based in the present moment, spinning in a head full of rules,
projection- the work is not as it is but as you see it and label it, inability to see beyond the form of things
and people to their essence, or only see beyond the form in a delusional way, seeing yourself as specific
archetype, headaches, seeking or researching constantly, political, religious, or social polarization,
obsessive compulsive, living from expectation, nightmares, fantasy.

Healing Excessive Chakra 6 - Any kind of feeling work, reality check with others or therapist about
delusional thinking or beliefs, accept that you are only "right" a small percentage of the time, life is to be
investigated not labeled, clear any false images, releasing vows, see behaviors as choices, chanting,
mandala work.

Balanced and Healthy Chakra 6 - Good intuition, sees creative options to problems, sees symbolically,
sees your profile and archetypes clearly and is guided by them not ruled by them, consciously day
dreams and lets the mind wander to discover the new, dreams and remembers dreams not as fact, but as
metaphoric.


